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Abstract

Opening of Southern Ocean gateways may have had a controlling influence on the evolution of global climate. The largest step

in the history of Cenozoic climate, from an Eocene bGreenhouseQ toward the modern glaciated state, is correlated with opening of a

deep water connection between the Southern Indian and Southern Pacific Oceans. This study synthesizes results from previous

work, assesses the possibility that ocean heat transport was much greater than modern during the globally warm Eocene, and

explores the sensitivity of polar climate to large changes in ocean heat transport. The magnitudes of these sensitivities are compared

with those due to greenhouse gas concentration changes. We find that ocean heat transport was unlikely to have been sufficiently

greater than modern during the Eocene to explain the change in the climate. Specifically, in order to have significantly affected

Antarctic climate, ocean heat transport changes would have had to change by an order of magnitude—much greater than the largest

change produced in our simulations. In coupled climate model simulations, changes in CO2 concentrations(from 1120 to 560 ppm)

supported by proxy records, lead to significant Antarctic responses in the absence of ocean heat transport changes. The results show

that Antarctic snow accumulation is primarily controlled by changes in summer temperature, not precipitation, and that snow did

not remain on Antarctica during summer months in Eocene even at low greenhouse gas concentrations. Greenhouse gas

concentration changes and subsequent processes such as ice albedo and weathering feedbacks, were more likely to have been

the primary cause of Antarctic glaciation than ocean heat transport changes.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Among the least understood characteristics of cli-

mate change are the wild fluctuations of polar climate

in the face of relative stability in the Tropics. One of the

best illustrations of this behavior is found in the trans-

formation of the Eocene bGreenhouseQ into the Oligo-
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cene bIcehouseQ. During most of the Eocene, winters in

mid-and-high latitude continental interiors were above

freezing in the Northern Hemisphere (Greenwood and

Wing, 1995; Sloan, 1994; Wolfe, 1994; Markwick,

1994, 1998), polar surface and deep ocean temperatures

were ~10 8C warmer-than-modern, and both poles were

free of significant permanent ice (Miller et al., 1987;

Zachos et al., 1993, 1994). For much of the Oligocene,

deep ocean temperatures were cooler, seasonality was

more marked, and large ice glaciers existed on Antarc-

tica (Miller et al., 1987; Mackensen and Ehrmann,
alaeoecology xx (2005) xxx–xxx
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1992; Ivany et al., 2000; Lear et al., 2000; Elderfield,

2000; Zachos et al., 2001). The transition between these

two climates involved stepwise cooling, terminated by

the abrupt emplacement of a large ice sheet on Antarc-

tica (Shackleton and Kennett, 1975; Miller et al., 1987;

Zachos et al., 1996). This represents one of the most

fundamental climate changes in Earth history.

One possible explanation for Eocene warmth—in-

creased greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations—is sup-

ported by some data (Pearson and Palmer, 2000), but the

concentrations necessary to sufficiently warm high lati-

tudes and continental interiors are so great that climate

models have difficulty matching tropical sea surface

temperature reconstructions (Crowley and Zachos,

2000; Huber and Sloan, 2000; Sloan and Rea, 1996;

Shellito et al., 2003). Many GHGs gases exist, and

some, like methane, are more effective at trapping out-

going longwave radiation than others (e.g. CO2) on a per

molecule basis. Nevertheless, changes in the concentra-

tions of all well-mixed GHGs have the same climate

impacts. Of the important GHGs the only one with a

proxy for atmospheric concentration is CO2, so conse-

quently we use changes in CO2 as a surrogate for the

suite of potential GHG gases. In the experiments de-

scribed below we vary CO2 well within the range pre-

dicted by proxies, with the understanding that important

variations in other GHGs, such as methane (Sloan et al.,

1992), may also have occurred. For this heuristic reason,

explanations for Eocene climate commonly feature the

ocean circulation in the leading role of maintaining high

latitude warmth in conjunction with relatively cool trop-

ical temperatures (e.g., Covey and Barron, 1998; Rind

and Chandler, 1991; Lyle, 1997; Barron et al., 1995;

Schmidt and Mysak, 1996 in the Cretaceous).

Independent of these attempts to reverse-engineer

the functioning of Eocene climate, extensive reorgani-

zations of the ocean circulation during the Eocene have

been proposed based on interpretations of climate and

circulation proxies (Shackleton and Kennett, 1975;

Kennett and Stott, 1991, 1995; Pak and Miller, 1992;

Zachos et al., 1993). One strain that emerges from such

studies is a dominant role for the tropical oceans as the

main source of warm waters both to the deep ocean and

to high latitudes. Warm, subtropical currents are postu-

lated to have maintained Antarctic warmth during the

Eocene, and that in the Oligocene, opening of a gate-

way between Australia and Antarctica (the Tasmanian

Gateway) thermally isolated Antarctica from these cur-

rents, initiating glaciation (Kennett, 1977).

Two lines of inquiry have thus led to the conjecture

that Eocene ocean circulation and ocean heat transport

were fundamentally different than they are today, and
that the transition to the Oligocene represented a step in

the direction of modern oceanic conditions (Shackleton

and Kennett, 1975; Kennett and Stott, 1991, 1995). In

addition to gateway-mediated changes in ocean heat

transport (OHT), other factors, such as changes in

GHG concentrations and orbital parameters, and sea

ice feedbacks, have also been proposed (cf. Zachos et

al., 1996). However, the importance of these processes

tends to be underplayed in most current discussions of

Eocene–Oligocene climate deterioration. Recently, this

consensus view has been challenged by DeConto and

Pollard (2003) and Huber et al. (2004). We believe that

the question, bwhat caused Oligocene cooling?Q may be

more profitably approached by asking, bwhat made the

Eocene warm, and why did it stop?Q In this study, we

investigate the nature of the circulation in the Eocene

Southern Ocean and the potential of changes in this

circulation to impact climate.

The aims of this paper are to:

(1) Examine the magnitude of the climatic impacts on

Antarctica that might have occurred if there were

major changes in OHT and GHG concentrations;

(2) Determine the degree to which the assumption

of significant OHT change is realistic for the

Paleogene;

(3) Evaluate the likely changes in Southern Hemi-

sphere climate due to GHG concentration

changes.

First, we briefly review the role of OHT in the

modern day and its hypothesized role in maintaining

polar warmth in the Eocene. Then we address the three

main foci in turn. We conclude by summarizing the

implications of the relative importance of ocean circu-

lation changes and other possible climate forcing

mechanisms in light of our results and those of other

complementary studies.

2. Ocean heat transport

2.1. Implications of modern observations

Even presently—when observations are best—the

importance of OHT in climate is equivocal. The diffi-

culty of estimating OHT is reflected in the spread of

estimates, with error bars at high latitudes of around a

factor of 2 (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000). Neverthe-

less, all present estimates make it increasingly apparent

that oceanic heat transport is important mostly in cool-

ing the Tropics, as such, heat transport makes very

small contributions poleward of 308 latitude (Trenberth
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and Caron, 2001). In fact, in present estimates, less than

5% of the total amount of heat transported past 608
North or South is attributable to the ocean (Peixoto and

Oort, 1992; Trenberth and Caron, 2001). Nevertheless,

ample evidence exists that even changes in this rela-

tively small value can influence high latitude climates

via strong ice albedo feedbacks (Seager et al., 2002).

One of the most tangible, and most-cited example of

the importance of OHT in modern climate is the ame-

liorating effect of the Gulf Stream and the North At-

lantic Drift on Northern European winter temperatures.

Interestingly, even the importance of OHT in this par-

adigmatic example is in question. Seager et al. (2002)

suggest that most of this winter warming is driven by

release of heat stored seasonally in the North Atlantic,

not the heat transported by the bconveyor beltQ, and also
that planetary waves set up by the Rockies play a

crucial role in creating east–west temperature contrasts

across the North Atlantic. While it is tempting to as-

sume that high latitude climate may be insensitive to the

OHT, it is likely that perturbations to the OHT may

have a large, though perhaps indirect effect on high

latitudes (by changing tropical temperatures, and by

altering the amount of heat available for atmospheric

transport). The effects of OHT changes simulated with

climate models include local effects as large as 88–108
and regional effects over the ocean of ~4 8C (Manabe

and Stouffer, 1998). Thus there is ample evidence for

oceanic control on regional climate features. Further-

more, strong fluctuations in both the North Atlantic

temperature and atmospheric temperature during the

past 125,000 years are suggestive of an important role

for the OHT and its alternating structure (see e.g., Bard,

2002; Broecker, 2003). Because of these considera-

tions, it is difficult to a priori ascribe a leading role

(in polar climate change) to high latitude OHT. Other

processes such as changes in atmospheric heat transport

or in the local (polar) radiative budget (e.g., albedo

feedbacks) may also be important.

There is, furthermore, a strong line of theoretical

and modeling evidence that backs up the supposition

that the Southern Ocean plays a dominant role in

modern day ocean circulation (Toggweiler and

Samuels, 1995) and that past changes in this region

may have been especially important (Toggweiler and

Bjornsson, 2000). Consequently, it is worth exploring

whether Southern Ocean changes might have been

important in the Paleogene.

The important role of the Southern Ocean is due to

the meridional overturning cell (MOC), which origi-

nates in the surface water of the Southern Ocean (Nof,

2003), flows northward as a surface current, and sinks
to the bottom or mid-depth in the North Atlantic and the

Pacific-Indian Ocean system. This water then returns

southward (below the level of the peaks of ocean

bottom’s topography) to the Southern Ocean where it

upwells and returns to its origination point (De Boer

and Nof, 2005). Whether such an MOC warms or cools

the Antarctic depends on the difference between the

temperature of the water entering the Southern Ocean

from below and the temperature of the surface water

leaving Southern Ocean. Normally, the bottom water

will be cooler than the surface water implying that the

MOC cools the Southern Ocean by bstealingQ its heat

and transferring it northward. We shall see, however,

that during the period prior to and after Australia’s

detachment the mean vertical temperature gradient

along the northern boundary of the Southern Ocean

was minimal implying that the role of the MOC was

minimal as well.

2.2. Proposed role of Paleogene ocean circulation

change

It is a fundamental tenet of paleoceanography that

ocean gateways changes—such as the opening of Drake

Passage and closing of the Panamanian Gateway—have

acted as drivers of critical transitions in the evolution of

global climate (Hay, 1996; Crowley, 1998; Lawver and

Gahagan, 1998). This belief finds its support in the

approximate correlation between major gateway

changes and climatic change (Zachos et al., 2001).

Recent improvements in age estimates by Stickley et

al. (2004) for the opening of the gateway between

Australia and Antarctica—previously conjectured to

exactly coincide with the initiation of Antarctic glacia-

tion (Murphy and Kennett, 1986)—suggest over a two

million-year lag between gateway opening and glacia-

tion. The revised chronology fundamentally challenges

the correlation that has largely driven these arguments.

We do not focus on the timing of gateway opening in

this paper, rather, we focus on the mechanisms by

which such opening might affect climate and the rela-

tive importance of these mechanisms over other climate

change mechanisms.

The mechanism that links gateways to climate

change is usually presumed to be MOC and OHT

modifications induced by shifts in ocean currents (we

term the OHT-gateway mechanism). The impacts that

such ocean current changes have had on ocean produc-

tivity and sediment burial and hence global inventories

of atmospheric GHGs have received less attention in

comparison to the OHT-gateway mechanism. In part,

this is because records of the atmospheric GHG con-
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centrations have tended to have poor temporal resolu-

tion and large uncertainties (Pearson and Palmer, 1999,

2000; Royer et al., 2001) associated with them, and

important GHGs, such as methane, have no proxies.

A number of modeling studies have demonstrated

that the ocean’s overturning circulation, heat transport

and resulting temperature distribution are altered by

changes in ocean gateways and this has provided a

justification for the OHT-gateway mechanism. The

magnitude of the OHT and surface temperature changes

produced by these simulations has not received as much

attention as the changes themselves, however.

In studies in which a simple representation of cou-

pling of ocean–atmosphere exchanges have been in-

cluded, opening and closing of Southern Ocean

gateways results in Southern Ocean surface temperature

changes from a low value of 0.88 (Mikolajewicz et al.,

1993) to a high value of ~3.58 (Toggweiler and Bjorns-

son, 2000; Nong et al., 2000; Najjar et al., 2002; Sijp

and England, 2004). The relatively small simulated

changes (~2.78 range) led Mikolajewicz et al. (1993)

and Najjar et al. (2002) to conclude that the major

Cenozoic cooling may not have been due to ocean

gateway changes. As noted in Toggweiler and Bjorns-

son (2000), creation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-

rent (ACC) leads to a cooling of the Southern

Hemisphere, and yet a warming of the Northern Hemi-

sphere, because, as described in Section 2.1, the flows

associated with the ACC bstealQ heat across the equator.
Since the opening of polar gateways essentially leads to

a rearrangement of heat between hemispheres, it is

difficult to understand how closing such gateways

could cause Eocene warmth in both hemispheres and

lead to temperatures so much warmer than today’s.

None of those studies incorporated a full treatment

of ocean, atmosphere, and sea ice dynamics however,

and it is only with the inclusion of all of these processes

that a reliable estimate of the sensitivity of polar climate

to gateway changes can be made. As described in more

depth below, and in Huber and Sloan (2001), when a

full treatment is included, the resulting change within

the Southern Ocean is commensurate with the results of

the aforementioned studies.

2.3. Proxies for ocean heat transport

A common assumption in paleoceanography is that

evidence from proxies for warm sea surface tempera-

tures at high latitudes is unequivocal evidence for in-

creased OHT, or more generally, that knowledge of

ocean temperatures provides much information about

OHT. This assumption is weak because it is always
possible that ocean temperatures are warm because little

heat is lost to the atmosphere.

To see this, we note that OHT is calculated by

integrating the product of poleward and equatorward

ocean transport and temperatures throughout the ocean

to calculate the integral of the ocean heat transport

divergence. We can write this in a simple form as,

F =VDT, where F is the poleward heat flux, V is the

meridional transport rate (i.e., mass flux which may or

may not be identical to the MOC), and DT, is the

temperature gradient. From this relation we see that

decreasing temperature gradients should be accompa-

nied by decreasing heat transport (Sloan et al., 1995) in

the absence of other changes (see Lyle, 1997 for one

such change).

Another method for calculating ocean heat transport

is to integrate the net vertical energy flux through the

surface of the ocean to obtain the so-called implied

OHT (Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Huber and Sloan, 1999;

Trenberth and Caron, 2001; Huber et al., 2003). In

steady state, the heat lost or gained through the sea

surface (the net sensible, latent heat fluxes and incom-

ing and outgoing radiation at the ocean surface) must be

balanced exactly by heat transported via ocean currents.

Consider one thought experiment, we call the

bcovered hot-tub paradoxQ, that illustrates a family of

problems that proxy interpretations have in providing

insights into bgreenhouseQ climates. In an ocean cov-

ered with an insulating, opaque and water-proof blidQ
(like the cover on a hot-tub) no heat is transported by

the ocean because no heat is lost or gained through the

surface, regardless of the details of the internal temper-

ature and velocity distribution. In a more realistic ex-

ample, imagine an atmosphere so thick with GHGs that

high latitude outgoing longwave radiation is much

diminished from modern values, in which case the

atmosphere draws less heat from the ocean. In this

extreme case, let us even assume that the ocean currents

transport water all the way to the pole. Nevertheless,

because of the strong greenhouse effect, no heat is lost

from the ocean to be radiated by the atmosphere to

space. In this idealized case, the ocean surface tempera-

tures are as warm at the poles as in low latitudes and

might be interpreted as an extreme example of very

strong OHT, when, in fact, the ocean has transported no

heat.

A related assumption, the concept that deep water

formation in the tropics ( i.e. warm, salty, deep water

(WSDW)) provides a mechanism for increased OHT

(Brass et al., 1982), is weak for similar reasons. We

note that, in the absence of further information, it makes

no difference to the question of OHT values, where (or
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at what temperature) deep water forms; it is the degree

to which the water is cooled and warmed along its

circulation path that pertains to OHT. Considering the

dhot-tubT concept again, if WSDW with a temperature

of 188 forms in the tropics/subtropics and flows to the

poles, where it does not cool, no heat is transported,

regardless of the fact that the polar waters are quite

warm.

Paleoenvironmental proxies must provide quantita-

tive estimates of either of two quantities to complete an

estimate of OHT. Either the velocity structure must be

constrained (in addition to the temperature distribution)

or alternatively, a proxy for the net surface energy flux

must be found. It may be possible to construct a proxy

for the latter because the diabatic processes that make

up this energy flux have much in common with the

processes that govern the fractionation of oxygen iso-

topes, but, to our knowledge, this has not been

attempted. Thus the most likely source of information

on changes in OHT will come from combining proxies

for temperature and velocity.

Interestingly, there have been few studies that have

directly constrained the direction and magnitudes of

ocean currents in the Eocene with an important and

early exception being that of Kennett et al. (1972) who

showed the sudden influence of a northward flowing

deep/bottom current in the Southwest corner of the

Pacific in the early Oligocene. Recent work using

proxies for sites deep water formation (Thomas,

2004) are a step in the right direction, but unless they

quantify changes in the rates of deep water formation

(i.e. current velocities) as well, they do not provide key

constraints on OHT. Without a substantial improvement

in our understanding of the velocity structure (in the

upper several kilometers of the ocean in the Paleogene),

there is little that can be determined about OHT, since

existing proxy records constrain mostly temperature. In

the Plio–Pliestocene such hurdles have been partially

overcome (e.g. Ravelo and Andreasen, 2000), because

of the spatial greater coverage afforded by working in

more recent times for which appropriate sediment

records are more available. More geographic coverage

and additional circulation proxies will be required to

improve our understanding of the Paleogene.

In fact, where attempts have been made to infer

current directions and magnitudes from temperature

distributions, the approach has been to invert the

above relation and make suppositions about V from

DT. This, of course, can only be done by assuming a

value of F. In this way, many studies that attempt to

prove the validity of the OHT-gateway mechanism tend

to run into issues of circularity. Reconstructions of
biogeographic, and carbon isotopic, benthic oxygena-

tion, or trace element patterns can help to unravel these

difficult issues, and often can establish at least the

directions of ocean currents (see McGowran et al.,

1997; Carter et al., 1996; Huber et al., 2004, for some

attempts), but the magnitude of the currents is usually

subject to substantial uncertainty.

2.4. Sensitivity of terrestrial climate in previous studies

A lesser-noted result of studies in which OHT is

altered is that such changes alone have little impact on

temperatures within continental interiors (Barron et al.,

1995; Sloan et al., 1995), and consequently this mech-

anism does not appear to explain, by itself, Eocene

extratropical continental winter warmth. Even assuming

an infinite efficient ocean heat transport and infinite

ocean heat capacity—sufficient to eliminate the ocean

meridional temperature gradient—does not prevent

continental winter temperatures from falling below

freezing (Schneider et al., 1985) unless GHG concen-

trations are much higher than modern values. A parsi-

monious approach to the Eocene climate problem

assumes that the major climate transitions in the Ceno-

zoic may have been due to GHG changes and not due to

OHT changes, unless there is either clear evidence

(from the paleoclimate record or from theory or models)

that the opposite is the case.

3. Terrestrial impacts of implied OHT and GHG

changes

3.1. Fixed sea surface temperature experiments

It is useful to ascertain the sensitivity of Southern

Hemisphere terrestrial climate to a large, even implau-

sible, range of forcings. By mapping out the predicted

responses on Antarctica to extreme forcings we can

evaluate the degree to which different mechanisms for

past climate change in the region are likely or even

possible. To do this, we have opted to explore the range

of sea surface temperature values that have been pro-

posed for the Eocene from such sources as Zachos et al.

(1994) and Pearson et al. (2001). These reconstructions

have an approximate spread for the Eocene of approx-

imately 98 in the tropics (between 348 and 25 8C) and
48 (between 108 and 6 8C) at high latitudes. This range

approximates the spread between different reconstruc-

tions for the same interval as well as the temporal

variability over the Eocene. Atmosphere and ocean

dynamics are sensitive to temperature gradients, hence

we take the SST configurations that correspond to the
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highest and lowest temperature gradients, to explore the

implications of changes between these two extremes in

this section.

By driving an atmospheric (A)GCM with specified

SST distributions, as shown in Fig. 1, we can calculate

the effects on the atmosphere and on land of these

changes. Changes in the OHT, in equilibrium with, or

implied by the specified SSTs can also be calculated,

thus the fixed SST experiments carried out here can be

considered surrogates for experiments in which OHT is

varied. If polar temperatures were 10 8C and tropical

temperatures were 25 8C, Huber et al. (2003) calculate
that the implied OHT in equilibrium with those tem-

peratures is substantially greater than modern at all

latitudes. The specific value of the increase depends

on which latitude is chosen to make the comparison,

but at most latitudes approximately a three-fold OHT

increase over modern values is required to maintain

such a small equator-to-pole temperature gradient. On

the other hand, if tropical temperatures are 34 8C and

polar temperatures are 6 8C, OHT does not need to be

significantly elevated over modern values.

LOGRAD2x and HIGRAD2x are the names for the

experiments corresponding to the small and large spec-

ified SST gradient cases, respectively. The LOGRAD2x

and HIGRAD2x simulations are calculated using CO2

concentrations fixed at 560 ppm. We also alter the

concentration of CO2 used in the simulations to com-

pare the relative effects as the CO2 concentration is

increased to 1120 ppm, while holding the SSTs constant
Fig. 1. Surface temperature averaged zonally and annually from the 5

cases considered in this study. In black are the three fixed sea surface

temperature cases, HIGRAD2x (solid line), and LOGRAD2x (broken

line) and LOGRAD4x (indiscernible behind LOGRAD2x). In grey

are the COUPLED2x (thick solid line) and COUPLED4x (thin dashed

line) cases.
with the same values as in the LOGRAD2x experiment;

this is denoted the LOGRAD4x experiment. These

experiments explicitly do not include mutual interaction

between the ocean and atmosphere, therefore the GHG

experiments provide an indication of the effect of GHG

changes in the absence of feedbacks from the ocean.

The comparison is intended as a sensitivity test to

investigate the relative importance of changes in

SSTs, and hence implied OHT, (by comparing LOG-

RAD2x to HIGRAD2x) with GHG-induced changes

(by comparing LOGRAD2x to LOGRAD4x) on the

temperature, precipitation and snow thickness in the

Antarctic interior.

We use the atmospheric general circulation model

(GCM) Community Climate Model version 3.6 (CCM)

developed by the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR). This model has been extensively

described and used in a variety of modern (Kiehl et

al., 1998; Hack et al., 1998; Hurrell et al., 1998; Ra-

phael, 1998) and paleo-contexts, both in stand-alone

mode and coupled to other components (Huber and

Sloan, 2001; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2002; Shellito et al.,

2003; Huber and Caballero, 2003). In these simulations,

we use CCM with a horizontal spectral resolution of

T31 (~3.758�3.758), 18 vertical levels, and with the

Eocene topographic, bathymetric, SST, and vegetation

boundary conditions described in Huber et al. (2003),

Sloan et al. (2001) and Sewall et al. (2000). Results

shown are the average of the last ten years of equili-

brated runs and significance of results has been deter-

mined using a students-t test. Only results significant at

99% level or above are discussed.

3.2. Mean annual temperature and precipitation

Comparing LOGRAD2x to LOGRAD4x in Fig. 2,

changes in CO2 concentrations have a limited effect on

mean annual surface temperature (b28) over a limited

area. Comparing LOGRAD2x to HIGRAD2x shows

that changes in SSTs and, hence, implied OHT have

an effect that encompasses most of Antarctica, but is

less than a 38 impact for an imposed factor of three

change in implied OHT.

Variations in precipitation have also been conjec-

tured to be a critical driver of Antarctic glacial initi-

ation (Bartek et al., 1992) and have been linked to the

substantial record of changes in weathering in the

coastal geologic record of the Southern Ocean (Exon

et al., 2002). As shown in Fig. 3, alterations in CO2

concentration that occur in the absence of SST

changes have no significant impact on mean annual

precipitation patterns in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Fig. 2. Mean annual surface temperature derived from specified SST AGCM experiments. Cases as described in the text are indicated on figure

labels (top) with contours at 255, 260, 265, 270, 273, 275, 280, 283, 285, 290, 295 K. Values less than 273 are stippled. Differences between cases

are shown on the bottom of the figure with contours at �3, �1, 0, 1, 3, K. Note: Specify only those contours used values less than �3 are stippled

and greater than 3 are crosshatched.
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Comparing the LOGRAD2x and HIGRAD2x cases

reveals that the high latitude sea surface warming

associated with the LOGRAD2x case drives signifi-

cant (0.5 to 1.0 m/yr) increases in precipitation in the

easternmost Australo-Antarctic Gulf and through other

large portions of the Southern Ocean. Decreases in

precipitation occur over Australia. There is, however,

no significant impact on precipitation values anywhere

in Antarctica.

3.3. Snow accumulation

Interestingly, although substantial snow accumu-

lates on Antarctica in the winter (~15 cm; Fig. 4),

snow does not persist through the summer anywhere

in Antarctica in any of our model simulations. Hence,

initiation of Antarctic glaciation is not possible in

Eocene, based on the parameters of our models. If

we were to use a much higher resolution model

capable of resolving the full relief of Antarctic moun-
tain ranges (e.g. DeConto and Pollard, 2003), then we

might find that some winter snowfall persists year-

round in high mountains areas. The crucial control of

summer temperatures on snow accumulation in this

simulation is consistent with models (DeConto and

Pollard, 2003) and data (Coxall et al., 2005) that

emphasize the importance of cool summer orbits for

Antarctic initiation. Changes in CO2 concentrations in

our models have no significant impact on winter snow

accumulation. The SST and implied OHT differences

between LOGRAD2x and HIGRAD2x lead to an

interesting pattern of snowfall with greater sensitivity

along the Transantarctic Mountains and in the coastal

parts Marie Byrd Land, and little change within the

interior.

3.4. Summary of sensitivity

Within the artificial restrictions imposed by our

experimental design, the results indicate that Antarc-
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Fig. 3. Mean daily precipitation (mm/day) produced by specific SST sea surface temperature AGCM experiments. Cases as described in the text are

indicated on figure labels (top) with contours at .3, .5, .7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7, 8 mm/day. Differences between cases are shown on the

bottom with contours at �4, �3, �2, �1.5,�1, � .5, � .3, 0, .3, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 mm/day. Values less than � .5 mm/day are stippled and greater

than .3 mm/day are crosshatched.
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tica is relatively insensitive to changes in CO2 con-

centrations in the absence of feedbacks from the ocean

surface and sea ice. In other words, if GHG changes

did not also warm the ocean, their impact within

continental interiors would be 38 or less for a doubling
of CO2. When modifications are made to the SST

pattern that encompasses a 3-fold range of implied

OHT terrestrial temperature sensitivity is ~28–38. In

none of the experiments does precipitation change

significantly. The direct response of snow accumula-

tion due to CO2 changes is insignificant, whereas SST

perturbations generate alterations in winter snow ac-

cumulation in a thin band along the Transantarctic

Mountains. The cool mean annual temperature and

the presence of continent-wide below freezing tem-

peratures (not shown) in the LOGRAD2x and

HIGRAD2x simulations differ from most interpreta-

tions of this region’s climate during the Eocene. In the

next section we assess the likelihood that changes of

the order of a factor of 3 in OHT occurred during the

Eocene–Oligocene transition.
4. Theory and simple ocean models

Studies using ocean (O)GCMs are susceptible to

many uncertainties, especially when past climates are

the focus (e.g., Barron and Peterson, 1991; Bice et al.,

1997; Brady et al., 1998), thus we complement the

coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice GCM study de-

scribed in Section 5 with simpler methods to elucidate

aspects of the ocean circulation. These simple methods

take advantage of our advanced understanding of the

horizontal, gyre circulations in the ocean, and the ver-

tical, meridional overturning circulation.

4.1. Wind-driven gyre theory

The Sverdrup transport—the gyre circulations driven

by the curl of the wind stress—corresponds to the

vertically averaged (barotropic) mode of the ocean gen-

eral circulation (Pedlosky, 1996). For a given wind field

it is possible to estimate the strength, shape, and dispo-

sition of gyre circulations as well as the western bound-
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Fig. 4. Winter season (June, July, August) means of snow accumulation produced by specified SST AGCM experiments. Cases as described in the

text are indicated on figure labels (top) with contours at 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 cm. Anomalies between cases are shown on the bottom with contours at

�10, �7, �5, �3, 0, 3, 5, 7, 10. Values less than �5 cm are stippled and values greater than 3 cm are crosshatched.
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ary currents in equilibrium with them. With further

assumptions, these calculations allow testable predic-

tions to be made about current strengths, circulation

trajectories, and ocean heat transport (Huber and

Sloan, 1999; Klinger and Marotzke, 2000; Liu and

Philander, 1995; Held, 2001). A basic characterization

of the wind-driven ocean circulation may be obtained

via the Ekman and Sverdrup relations without formu-

lating a numerical ocean model. This approach has

many limitations, including a lack of representation of

important nonlinear dynamical processes as well as lack

of interaction between the wind-driven ocean circulation

and the atmospheric circulation.

Nevertheless, in modern oceanographic studies, the

Sverdrup and western boundary currents relations pro-

vide a clear constraint on the horizontal and vertical

circulations produced by an OGCM driven explicitly by

AGCM wind fields, and a first approximation to the

behavior of a coupled GCM (Danabasoglu, 1998; Eng-

land et al., 1992). In a paleoclimate context, these

theoretical tools have proven useful for making testable
predictions of patterns in the paleoceanographic proxy

data record from AGCM output. We estimate wind-

driven ocean gyre transport in equilibrium with the

AGCM-derived winds by calculating the Sverdrup

transport driven by the wind stress curl.

Danabasoglu (1998) demonstrated the utility of

using Sverdrup calculations derived from an uncoupled

AGCM as a predictor of the ocean’s barotropic re-

sponse in a fully coupled model. There are more ad-

vanced methods for calculating the wind-driven

horizontal volume transports that relax some of the

constraints of the classic Sverdrup calculations or

allow for more realistic dynamics (e.g., Godfrey, 1989

and see a comparison of methods in Nof, 2000a);

nevertheless, as argued above, the fundamental aspects

of the wind-driven gyre circulation are captured by the

methods used here. A comparison of predictions using

this simple method and the barotropic mode of a fully

coupled climate model simulation of the Eocene clearly

show the strengths of the Sverdrup calculation (Huber

et al., 2004).
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The relative proportion of competing influences of

changes in basin size and changes in wind stress are

teased apart more fully in Huber (2001), but briefly, the

results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that:

i. Changes in the basin configuration tend to lead to

the formation of larger gyres in the Pacific and
Fig. 5. Sverdrup transport calculated as described in the text, for the

HIGRAD2x (a), LOGRAD2x (b), and LOGRAD4x (c) cases. Solid

contours indicate counterclockwise gyres, dashed contours indicate

clockwise gyres, and the contours are spaced every 10 Sverdrups.
smaller gyres in the Atlantic. The increased size

of the gyres due to changed land-sea distributions

creates the potential for stronger flows in the

Pacific.

ii. On the other hand, weaker wind stress curl caused

by reduced meridional temperature gradients

reduces transport relative to what it would be

with modern wind stress patterns.

iii. There is little tendency for expansion of the pole-

ward extent of the subtropical gyres regardless of

the temperatures that those water masses would

have.

iv. An important distinction needs to be made that

the term subpolar or subtropical gyre refers to the

flow direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)

and not to its temperature.

4.2. Changes in the overturning circulation

Using a process-oriented layer-and-a-half numerical

model we show how the meridional overturning circu-

lation of the ocean (corresponding to the north–south

and vertical component of the ocean bconveyor beltQ)
changes as Australia is detached from Antarctica. The

methodology behind these numerical experiments is the

same as that in Nof (2000b, 2002, 2003). The main

point is that a model (with the Southern Ocean geog-

raphy) whose frictional forces are primarily along west-

ern boundary currents (WBC) at lower latitudes will not

reach a steady state without sources and sinks, as a

meridional transport must be allowed. That is to say, as

shown by De Boer and Nof (2005), the total meridional

transport is determined solely by the wind. The role of

buoyancy forcing (not explicitly presented in these

runs) is merely to determine the stratification and the

exact regions where sinking and upwelling occur. Here,

the MOC is determined by the wind field alone but the

OHT does depend on the thermodynamics.

The above situation is true only when the Drake

Passage is open so that the sea level is continuous

along a latitudinal belt running along the southern tips

of the continents. Integration of the linearized momen-

tum equation along this latitudinal belt shows that the

meridional transport is determined solely by the wind,

i.e., as just mentioned, thermohaline processes determine

where the upper meter will be converted to lower water

but the amount is determined by the wind. When the

Drake Passage is closed, the sea level is no longer

(zonally) continuous and, consequently, the above inte-

gration cannot be done. This implies that, in the closed

passage case, both the mass flux and the location of

upper-to-lower-water conversion are determined by the
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thermodynamics as well as the wind. This case is so

complicated that the advantage of using process-oriented

experiments (of the kind used here) is in doubt. It turns

out, however, that a partially open passage behaves very

much the same as a completely open passage (even if the

sill blocks 90% of the upper layer). Hence, we shall focus

on an open and partially open Drake Passage.

Instead of using complicated models, we used a

simple model that does not contain complicated geog-

raphy. Specifically, we considered a layer-and-a-half

application of the breduced gravityQ version of the

isopycnic model developed by Bleck and Boudra

(1981, 1986), and later improved by Bleck and Smith

(1990). The model is virtually non-diffusive and con-

serves mass. For these reasons, the model is the most
Fig. 6. A schematic of numerical models for simulating meridonial overturni

separation of Australia from Antarctica. The reference simulation described
suitable model for our problem. This numerical model

has no thermodynamics, nor does it have enough layers

to accurately represent Antarctic Circumpolar Current

(ACC) dynamics. Neither of the two is essential at this

stage and, in order to represent the overturning, we

introduced sources in the south and sinks in the north.

The mass flux associated with these sources and sinks is

not a priori specified but all sources and sinks are re-

quired to handle an identical mount of water (Fig. 6). The

model has no explicit thermohaline processes in it, but

the processes are represented in an implicit manner. This

is because, as long as the Drake Passage is open, the

meridional transport (MOC) is determined primarily by

the wind.We performed a total of 19 runs for the attached

Australia scenario with the length of the continent vary-
ng of ocean currents before (lower model) and after (upper model) the

in Section 4 corresponds to the state before separation.
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ing from zero to the case where Australia’s tip is just

north of the equator. The mass flux exiting the three

sources and entering the three sinks represents the

MOC. It was not specified a priori. Rather, we let the

wind blow, measured the established transport and then

required the sinks and sources to accommodate the mea-

sured amount. The procedure was then repeated contin-

uously and the sources’ mass flux was continuously

adjusted until a steady state was reached. The model-

predicted meridional overturning transports are shown in

Fig. 7.We see that theMOCwith an attached Australia is
in general weaker than that with an open Tasmanian

Gateway and the MOC weakens as the northern tip of

Australia moves equatorward. Fig. 7 also shows that the

results are not very sensitive to the presence of a sill in

the Drake Passage even if the sill protrudes well into the

upper layer (reaching a depth of 50 meters or less). Note

that the sill was implemented using the Nof and Van

Gorder (2003) parameterization, i.e., by merely specify-

ing the depth above the sill (at the gap) in the continuity

equation. While details of the above prediction may be

sensitive to the specific formulation of this model, the

fact that the overall change associated with detachment

of Australia is relatively small (a factor of two), is

probably a robust feature.

4.3. Summary of theory and simple models

Ocean gyres in the Eocene were likely to be very

much like they are today with the exception that the

current system that now makes up the ACC was a series

of vigorous subpolar gyres arrayed around Antarctica.

Importantly, the subpolar gyre in the South Pacific must

have transported water northward along the East Coast of

Australia rather than southward as required by some

hypotheses for maintaining Antarctic warmth. This cur-

rent system is also produced by the recent, and com-

pletely independent simulations of Omta and Dijkstra

(2003) and Huber et al. (2004), which we believe is

strong evidence of the validity of our approach. The

existence of such subpolar gyres is supported by many

proxies from the Cretaceous (Street and Brown, 2000)

through the middle Paleogene (Wei and Wise, 1990;

McGowran et al., 1997; Oleinik, 2001; Craig, 2002).

Of course, there is nothing about the direction of the
ig. 7. In (A) we show simulations with a detached Australia and

ttached Australia with varying length (see Fig. 6). Solid circles

dicate the experiment number. The solid horizontal line is the

nalytical calculation based on the integration of the linearized equa-

ons along the zonal contour connecting the southernmost tips of the

ontinents [i.e., line BE in Fig. 6 (top), Nof, 2003]. Note that the

OC of the attached Australia is smaller than the present day MOC.

owever, at the most, the effect of detachment is to increase the MOC

y a factor of approximately two (compare exp. 1 and exp. 19).

hysical constants: gV=0.015 m s�2; H =600 m; b =11.5�10�11

�1 s�1; m =16,000 m2 s�1; K =20�10�7 s�1; fmax=1.518�10�4

s�1; Rd=37.5 km; Dx =D5=15 km; Dt =360 s. In (B) the nondi-

ensional transport as a function of a partial Drake Passage closure

r the detached Australia case (top) and an attached Australia (bot-

m). Note that, in the attached Australia case (i.e., the left-most

iangle), even a sill occupying 97% of the upper layer thickness

akes very little difference to the transport. In the detached case,

ansports with sills occupying more than 90% of the undisturbed

pper layer thickness deviate significantly from the no-sill values.

verall, the effect of the sill is very limited in our simulations.
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gyres that determines the amount of heat they transport,

and vigorous gyres were capable of significant OHT. In

the Southern Hemisphere we expect the warming would

have been along the eastern boundaries of the oceans, not

the western boundaries (analogous to the warmth of

coastal Northern Europe and Northwest North America

today, which of course lies along the eastern side of the

ocean).

The behavior of the meridional overturning circula-

tion as Australia moved away from Antarctica is some-

what more surprising. While there are many grounds

for criticizing this estimate as simplistic, it demonstrates

at the very least, that there are no strong theoretical or

conceptual grounds for thinking that OHT by the MOC

was greater when Australia was connected to Antarc-

tica. What is responsible for this lack of sensitivity? As

first made clear by Toggweiler and Samuels (1995),

wind fields in the Southern Ocean have strong control-

ling influence on the strength of the MOC in general.
Fig. 8. Annual mean surface temperature (top) and daily precipitation rate (b

on the left and the differences of the two cases are shown on the right. In add

from a variety of sources (Zachos et al., 1994; Buening et al., 1998; Dutto

superimposed (in ovals) on results from the COUPLED4x case (upper left). P

on Nelson and Cooke (2001). Conventions as in Figs. 2 and 3.
Given an Eocene temperature gradient (DT) 50% or

less than present day values, and a meridional over-

turning circulation (V) approximately 100% to 50% of

today’s values, we expect from these very simple con-

siderations that ocean heat transport was less than half

of what it is today.

5. Fully coupled GCM simulations: OHT and GHG

sensitivity

5.1. Coupled experiments

The previous sections have focused on simple mech-

anistic models and theory. Here we focus on the con-

sequences of considering a fully interactive, dynamical,

coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice-terrestrial model,

NCAR’s Community Climate System Model (CCSM

1.4). Using the methods (including acceleration techni-

ques) and boundary conditions described in Huber et al.
ottom). The two fully coupled cases as described in the text are shown

ition to the model results, proxy reconstructions of surface temperature

n et al., 2002; Shackleton and Kennett, 1975; Kamp et al., 1990) are

aleolocations of these records are based on the original references and
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(2003), Huber and Sloan (2001), and Huber and Cabal-

lero (2003), we have produced a suite of simulations of

Eocene climate. Here, we compare two Eocene simula-

tions, one integrated with 1120 ppm CO2 (COU-

PLED4x), and the other integrated with 560 ppm CO2

(COUPLED2x; Fig. 8). The latter simulation is an

extension of the Huber and Sloan (2001) case with an

additional 4000 accelerated and N200 unaccelerated

years and the climate and circulation is essentially

identical to that achieved at the end of the much shorter

Huber and Sloan (2001) integration, demonstrating the

ability of such methods to reach an equilibrium solu-

tion. The meridional overturning streamfunction in the

COUPLED2x case is similar to that described in Huber

and Sloan (2001), i.e. the southern ocean overturning is

weaker than modern, in agreement with the results in

Section 4. As more fully described in Huber and Ca-

ballero (2003), the COUPLED4x case was integrated to

equilibrium using a different acceleration technique and

has equilibrated on a climate and circulation very sim-

ilar to the COUPLED2x case, but substantially warmer

at high latitudes and in the deep ocean. The overturning

in the COUPLED4x case is similar to that in the

COUPLED2x case (not shown). Heat transport by the

ocean in these simulations is close to modern values as

described in Huber et al. (2003, 2004). The important

change is an increase of ~.6 PWof heat transport (out of

a maximum of ~2.0 PW) into the Southern Hemisphere

and a commensurate decrease in the Northern Hemi-

sphere in the Eocene ocean heat transport results rela-

tive to modern (consistent with the predictions of

Toggweiler and Bjornsson (2000)). Results are aver-

aged over the last ten simulated years of the COU-

PLED4x case and the last twenty simulated years of

the COUPLED2x case and significance of results has

been determined using a students-t test (b1%).

5.2. Mean annual temperature and precipitation

In fully coupled model simulations, surface tempera-

tures and OHT can change as CO2 concentrations

change. As shown in Fig. 8, mean annual temperature

increases everywhere roughly equally (28–38) as CO2

changes from 560 to 1120 ppm. In COUPLED2x, only

the narrow fringe around Antarctica is above freezing in

annual average. In COUPLED4x, this fringe is approx-

imately one model grid cell wider and encompasses

Marie Byrd Land and the Antarctic Peninsula. A com-

parison with surface temperatures compiled from proxy

reconstructions (Fig. 8) reveals that the COUPLED4x

simulation compares favorably with the data. Precipi-

tation rates in both cases are quite high (Fig. 8). Ant-
arctic coastal values of ~1.9 mm/day are equivalent to

~.7 m per year, and values in New Zealand and South-

ern Australia are up to twice that. Comparing the

difference in precipitation between COUPLED2x and

COUPLED4x reveals that precipitation’s response to

GHG changes is much more localized than the temper-

ature response, although it has a significant magnitude

(~0.1 m per year) and bears a spatial pattern to the

response seen to fixed SST changes in Section 3.2.

5.3. Snow accumulation

Snow does not persist perennially in any of the

coupled simulations. The mechanism for preventing

glaciation—as it was in the fixed SST experiments—

is the warmth of Southern Hemisphere summer, which

is sufficient in this model to melt all snow. Again, we

examine the sensitivity of winter season snow accumu-

lation to forcing in Fig. 9. Interestingly, the pattern of

snow accumulation is similar to that previously in

Section 3.3—warming of the coast of Antarctica asso-

ciated with the COUPLED4x case leads to a decrease in

snow depth along the Transantarctic mountain range, in

both West and East Antarctica, but not within the center

of the continent, compared to the COUPLED2x case.

Interestingly, the warmer case has slightly more winter

snow accumulation deep within Antarctic.

5.4. Summary of coupled experiments

In these simulations, changes in GHG concentra-

tions have direct radiative impacts on Antarctic terres-

trial climate, as well as indirect effects engendered by

the remote responses to SST changes. By comparing

to the results in Section 3 we can tease apart the degree

to which the differences in Antarctic surface tempera-

ture between COUPLED2x and COUPLED4x are due

to the direct radiative impacts of GHGs versus driven

indirectly by the remote (teleconnected) impacts of

ocean temperature changes. Section 3 showed that

changing GHG concentrations in the absence of accom-

panying SST changes had little impact on Antarctic

temperatures, hence we conclude that the majority of

temperature change in Antarctica is due to the effects

that the GHG changes had on the ocean temperatures

rather than due to the direct radiative effects. The same

result appears to be supported by the precipitation

results, but the pattern of change in that variable is

much more complex. Snow accumulation patterns are

also determined by the sea surface temperature changes

engendered by GHG variation. Intriguingly, summer

warmth seems to be the limiting factor in the lack of
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Fig. 9. Winter season (June, July, August) means of snow accumulation (in cm) produced in fully coupled GCM experiments. Cases as described in

the text are indicated on figure labels (top), and the differences between cases are shown at the bottom of the figure. Conventions as in Fig. 4.
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Antarctic ice sheet growth in these simulations. This

points to orbitally induced surface energy balance (i.e. a

cold summer orbit configuration) as a potentially cru-

cial element in the initiation of Antarctic glaciation.

Ocean temperatures produced in the COUPLED4x

case appear to be a close match to late Eocene proxy

temperatures. Terrestrial temperatures may be too cold,

but there is no data from the continental interior to truly

refute the model. The sensitivity of these temperatures

to the imposed GHG forcing is sufficient to hypothesize

that further increases (above 1120 ppm), still within the

plausible range (Pearson and Palmer, 2000) would

warm the region still further.

6. Conclusions and implications

Extensive analysis of climate model results do not

support the idea that either the atmosphere (Pierrehum-

bert, 2002) or the oceans (Huber and Sloan, 2001; Huber

et al., 2003, 2004) transported substantially more heat in

the Eocene than occurs in the present day. The near
constancy of total heat transport, the existence of strong

compensation between oceanic and atmospheric compo-

nents of total heat transport, and even compensations

within each component, are in agreement with some

climate dynamics predictions (e.g., Stone, 1978; Sarava-

nan and McWilliams, 1995; Kamenkovich et al., 2000;

Caballero and Langen, 2005). Nevertheless, it should be

noted that this near-constancy of transport remains large-

ly unexplained, and in this study we explored, using a

hierarchy of models, the question, what processes con-

trol ocean heat transport?

In Section 3, we showed that both AGCM simula-

tions with two different fixed, warm polar SSTs—in-

cluding one that implied massive OHT increases above

modern values—produce cold mean annual continental

interior temperatures. We find no support, either with

fixed sea surface temperatures or in the fully coupled

model, for significant changes in Antarctic precipitation

as being the likely cause of Antarctic glacial initiation.

Instead, temperatures, particularly summer tempera-

tures, appear crucial. Given that it is feasible that
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relatively small changes in terrestrial temperatures

might initiate Antarctic glaciation (Barker et al., 1999;

DeConto and Pollard, 2003) we contemplate two

options. Either

(a) OHT changes associated with the Eocene–Oligo-

cene transition were greater than 3� than modern

values,

(b) or OHT was not the key driver.

Results from fully coupled simulations performed

with 560 and 1120 ppm CO2, discussed in Section 5,

show that Antarctic climate is mildly sensitive to GHG

changes. The sensitivity to plausible changes in GHG

concentration was shown to be as great as the sensitiv-

ity to a 3-fold change in OHT. Distinguishing between

options (a) and (b) becomes an issue that hinges upon

the relative plausibility of the two.

Were ocean currents in the Eocene constituted in

such a different fashion from the present, that they

might transport vastly more heat? We found no evi-

dence from simple models or theory that this might

have been the case. When taken in conjunction with the

coupled GCM results, a more convincing case for near-

modern OHT in the Eocene is made. We have also

argued that temperature proxies that indicate warm

high latitude temperatures can not also be used as for

increased OHT.

Could GHG changes have caused Antarctic climate

change? Given the wide range of CO2 estimates (Pear-

son and Palmer, 2000; Royer et al., 2001) and the lack

of a proxy for methane and other GHG concentrations

we believe that this mechanism is viable. It has been

clearly established that major changes in productivity,

as expressed in a variety of records, occurred during the

Eocene–Oligocene transition (van Andel et al., 1975;

Salamy and Zachos, 1999; Diester-Haass and Zahn,

2001; Coxall et al., 2005) and we believe that this is

strong evidence for a GHG control on the evolution of

climate through this interval.

The effects of relatively small GHG changes in the

coupled climate model cases created an Antarctic cli-

mate response at least as great as the response to a 3-

fold increase in OHT and the results do not support an

increase in OHT to any significant degree. Therefore,

we argue that it is more likely that GHG concentration

changes triggered Oligocene Antarctic glaciation than

OHT changes. We have not addressed other potential

forcing factors in this study (e.g. those of Otto-Bliesner

and Upchurch, 1997; Sloan and Pollard, 1998; Kirk-

Davidoff et al., 2002), so we can neither support nor

deny their importance.
Our results are in agreement with those in the

recent study of DeConto and Pollard (2003) that

reached an identical conclusion, but from a different

starting point. In their study, which included a high-

resolution terrestrial ice model, GHG concentration

was found to be the critical driver of Antarctic

glaciation, more so than orbital configuration or

OHT changes (which were smaller than in this

study). In this study, as in theirs, the main regions

of sensitivity were in mountain ranges, which is

suggestive of the importance of GHG, climate, and

uplift feedbacks in determining the evolution of Ant-

arctic glaciers.

Robert and Chamley (1993) suggested that the fact

that Southern Ocean clay records display striking

change during the Eocene–Oligocene transition, where-

as Northern Hemisphere records do not, constitutes

evidence against GHG-related hypotheses (because of

the global nature of GHG responses). We argue instead,

that Southern Ocean clay signals reflect the physical

weathering associated with glaciation, which is already

understood to be unipolar. We find the dominance of

the temperature signal over precipitation sensitivity in

our results to be consistent with clay records that show

physical weathering-mediated, rather than precipitation-

related, changes in Southern Hemisphere clays during

the Eocene–Oligocene transition (Robert and Chamley,

1993).

The most widely accepted explanation for the

dramatic climatic deterioration at the beginning of

the Oligocene is a dramatic decrease in the ability

of the ocean to transport heat into the Southern

Hemisphere induced by opening of the Tasmanian

Gateway. This study confirms and extends that of

DeConto and Pollard (2003) and Huber et al.

(2004) by demonstrating that it is unlikely that

there were major OHT changes when the Tasmanian

Gateway opened, and that implausibly large changes

in OHT would be required to alter Antarctic conti-

nental climate even as much as plausible changes in

GHG concentrations. We note that such large OHT

values, even if they did occur, would likely demand

an even greater role for increased GHG concentra-

tions to maintain Northern Hemisphere warmth in the

Eocene (Toggweiler and Bjornsson, 2000). Given that

GHG changes are required to explain the pattern of

Paleogene climate, regardless of the magnitude of

OHT, and given that the magnitude of OHT changes

were unlikely to be as large as ~3�, it is more

parsimonious to conclude that GHG changes played

the primary role in the Eocene–Oligocene climate

transition.
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